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Abstract

After decades of directing global economic policy standards alone, the United States and Europe publicly extended leadership power to some developing countries in response to the economic crisis of 2008-2009. But an entrenched international architecture of tax policy expertise ensures that a small group of established players continue to shape tax norms and practices throughout the world. This architecture is based on historical international power relationships and institutional history. For diplomatic restructuring on the world stage to usher in a new age of inclusion for previously marginalized states and peoples, systemic changes must also take place in these entrenched institutions and processes.

INTRODUCTION

In the fall of 2009, global economic crisis appeared to bring about a major shift in policy-making power by bringing to prominence the G-20, an international network of finance ministers and central bankers from eleven developed countries and eight less-developed countries, plus representatives from the European Union, the International Monetary Fund, and the World Bank.1 The G20’s central role in articulating an internationally agreed upon response to the crisis suggested that the handful of industrialized countries that had long dominated global economic policymaking were now sharing economic policy-making power, including the power to assert international consensus on tax policy

* Assistant Professor, University of Wisconsin Law School. Many thanks to Professors Howard Erlanger, Clifton J. Fleming, Jr., Neil Komesar, Adam Rosenzweig and Nancy Staudt, as well as participants in the 2010 AALS Annual Meeting Panel on “Taxation for a Successful Economy” and the J. Reuben Clark Law School faculty workshop series for their helpful comments and suggestions, and to Gary Bennett and Brad Kopetsky for research assistance.

1 See, e.g., Pascal Lamy, Speech at the Bocconi University in Milan on 9 November 2009, available at http://www.wto.org/english/news_e/sppl_e/sppl142_e.htm (“The global economic crisis we are witnessing has accelerated the move towards a new architecture of global governance . . . [in which] the G20, replacing the former G8, [will be] providing political leadership and policy direction.”); Economic Leaders Expand G7 to G20, Sept. 25, 2009 at http://www.voanews.com/english/news/a-13-2009-09-25-voa53-69780602.html (“Group of 20 leaders, including Britain’s Prime Minister Gordon Brown, agreed to shift economic issues that have traditionally been handled by the G7, a small group of wealthy nations, to the larger G20. ‘The G20 will now be seen as the premier economic organization for dealing with issues of economic management around the world,’ Mr. Brown said.”). See What is the G-20 at www.g20.org/about_index.aspx (“The Group of Twenty (G-20) Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors was established in 1999 to bring together systemically important industrialized and developing economies to discuss key issues in the global economy”).
norms, with a more inclusive and representative group of nations. By focusing on the G20 as the appropriate forum for articulating global economic policy, the economic crisis highlighted the importance of inclusion in global tax dialogue for previously marginalized states and peoples.

Yet despite the specter of the G20 as a “new model of multilateral engagement,” the United States and Europe continue to dominate a virtually impervious institutional architecture of tax policymaking in the form of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), an international network of thirty of the world’s wealthiest countries. The OECD has long enjoyed a position of central importance in formulating and disseminating tax policy norms, labeling itself the “market leader in developing tax standards and guidelines.” This characterization is widely recognized as accurate and possibly impervious to change. The emergence of the G20 as an economic policy leader does not alter this architecture, but provides an opportunity to syndicate OECD policy positions under the new, more inclusive and representative label of G20-endorsed “internationally agreed tax standards.” To date, financial crisis and G20

---

2 See, e.g., Martin Wolf, The West no longer holds all the cards, FT Sept 24, 2009, Special Report at p. 1; Stephen Leeb, The Developing World Takes Over, at http://seekingalpha.com/article/163958-the-developing-world-takes-over?source=feed (“The days of U.S. hegemony have ended. Political power is shifting from Europe, Japan and the U.S. to Asia, South America and other developing nations, with economic power going the same way”).


4 By “architecture,” I refer to the mechanisms and processes by which individuals make decisions about what policies governments should adopt. See, e.g., Randall D. Germain, Global Financial Governance and the Problem of Inclusion, 7 Global Gov. 411 (2001).


7 Jeffrey Owens, Countering Offshore Tax Evasion: Some Questions and Answers on the Project, Sept. 28, 2009, at http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/25/13/42469606.pdf (using the term “the internationally agreed tax standard eight times, referencing the G20 a total of four times, and stating that the standard was “developed by the OECD and endorsed by the UN and the G20”); (using the term “internationally agreed tax standard” 27 times, referencing the G20 a total of 30 times, and mentioning endorsement from the G20 six times). In contrast, none of the prior periodic reports produced by the OECD to explain their ongoing project used the term “internationally agreed standard,” and none expressed a need for, nor a claim to, endorsement from another international institution. See OECD, Towards Global Tax Co-Operation: Report to the 2000 Ministerial Council Meeting and Recommendations by the Committee on Fiscal Affairs (2000); OECD 2001 Report; OECD, The OECD’s Project on Harmful Tax Practices: The 2004 Progress Report (2004), at http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/60/33/30901115.pdf; OECD, The OECD’s Project on Harmful Tax Practices: 2006 Update on Progress in Member Countries (2006). See also Gerry Helleiner, Developing Countries, Global Financial Governance and the Group of Twenty: A Note (2001), available at http://www.globeconomicgovernance.org/wp-content/uploads/Helleiner%20on%20G20.pdf (“G-7 sponsorship and Canadian chairmanship [of the G20] created marginally greater legitimacy for what was essentially the same U.S.-led effort to involve more countries in discussions, but not decision-making, relating to potential future systemic financial crises . . . .”). The G20 itself has suggested that endorsing “internationally accepted standards and codes” was “a significant early achievement.” Powell supra note 5 at 5. However, it has yet to be explained why G20 endorsement would be necessary or useful, if such
diplomatic leadership has thus allowed the United States and Europe to achieve existing tax policy aims by enlisting new support for the process of OECD-led tax policy development.

As a result, financial crisis may have elevated developing countries to a more prominent policy leadership position in the G20, but G20 leadership may not provide developing countries with a meaningful voice in global tax policy dialogue. Even so, the rising prominence of the G20 signals that creating opportunities for developing countries to have such a voice is a priority, whether during a time of crisis or beyond. The institutional shift to the G20 thus may have little impact on the current distribution of tax policymaking power, but it may create an institutional infrastructure from which developing countries may exert more influence in the OECD and other institutions where tax policy norms emerge. Understanding the dynamics of leadership in global tax policy therefore requires an understanding of the relative capacities of leadership from the G20 and the OECD, as well as other institutions that play a role in influencing the direction of tax reform efforts. That is the aim of this Article. Part I explores the pressure on tax policy that arose from the financial crisis and the respective roles of the G20 and the OECD in tax policymaking during the crisis. Part II compares the institutional capacities of the G20 and the OECD in developing and disseminating tax policy norms, and analyzes the interplay of leadership between these institutions. Part III asks whether and how developing countries can influence tax policy more effectively through the G20.

**TAX POLICY IN A TIME OF FINANCIAL CRISIS**

The global economic crisis of 2008-2009 had a dramatic impact on national tax revenues, creating both increasing annual revenue shortfalls (deficits) and increasing public debt. \(^8\) Tax revenues face pressures first because most national tax systems have come to rely increasingly on personal income and consumption taxes, and decreasingly on capital and other taxes. \(^9\) As economic crisis impacts both earnings and consumption levels, tax revenues declined precipitously at the national and sub-national levels during the course of the crisis. Second, the response of governments to the crisis—in the form of stimulus and rescue packages as well as increased benefits payouts—created additional spending commitments and therefore additional revenue needs which have largely been met by borrowing. \(^10\)

Governments responded cooperatively to the financial crisis by meeting in various international institutions to compare issues and discuss possible solutions. In past crises,

---

\(^8\) See, e.g., CBO, Monthly Budget Review, Fiscal Year 2009 (October 7, 2009), at http://www.cbo.gov/ftpdocs/106xx/doc10640/10-08-mbr.htm; see also The biggest bill in history, THE ECONOMIST, Jun. 13, 2009 at 13 (“Across the rich world governments are borrowing vast amounts as the recession reduces tax revenue and spending mounts—on bailouts, unemployment benefits, and stimulus plans.”)


\(^10\) CBO, supra note 8.
the primary focus was on the G7, or Group of Seven, which has long served as an international network for the finance ministers of Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, United Kingdom, and United States to collaborate on economic policy matters. In the current crisis, the focus appeared more squarely on the G20, which has been described by some commentators, including national leaders, as an expansion or replacement of the G7. However, as the global economic crisis of 2008-2009 unfolded, both the G7 and the G20 held their respective regularly scheduled meetings, each institution issued independent statements regarding various economic policy measures each group sanctioned, and each institution’s statements included statements regarding tax policy priorities during the crisis. At the same time, other institutions, such as the International Monetary Fund, as the international lender of last resort, and the OECD, as the think-tank for various matters of economic policy among its thirty developed country members, continued their regular functions as providers of expertise and policy positions. Despite the broad array of institutions offering various forms of expertise towards management of the crisis, it was the G20 that became the center of attention in expressing international consensus.

The G20’s response to the crisis was a series of policy commitments undertaken by the member countries, including with respect to tax policy. Most of these commitments centered on banking and monetary policy issues, such as with respect to capital standards and compensation standards, while others focused on trade protectionism and environmentally sustainable development. The G20 made a single commitment regarding tax matters, stating that its priority was to “to maintain the momentum in dealing with tax havens, money laundering,” and other “non-cooperative jurisdictions.” The leaders declared, “We stand ready to use countermeasures against tax havens from March 2010.”

The G20 has not stated what countermeasures were contemplated against tax havens, or how the countermeasures would respond to the economic crisis. Recent developments suggest that such measures may include economic sanctions, but the details are yet to be

---

11 See, e.g., Peter I. Hajnal, The G7 Summit and Its Documents, 1 Gov. Info. in Canada (1995), available at http://library2.usask.ca/gic/v1n3/hajnal/hajnal.html#1 (describing the G7 as “a forum in which the leaders of the world’s seven major industrialized countries and the European Union (formerly European Community), assisted by their foreign and finance ministers and personal representatives, set the agenda, then debate and make decisions on economic, political, environmental, security, debt-related and other topics, and issue a variety of documents reflecting their deliberations and decisions”).

12 See Economic Leaders Expand G7 to G20 supra note 1. The G20’s primary focus, just like the G7’s, is banking and monetary policy. See, e.g., Vanessa Rubio-Marquez, The G20: A Practitioner’s Perspective, in Leonardo Martinez-Diaz and Ngaire Woods, Networks of Influence? Developing Countries in a Networked Global Order 19 (2009).

13 For G7 statements during the crisis and otherwise, see Summits, Meetings & Official Documents of G7 & G8, at http://www.g7.utoronto.ca/. For G20 statements, See http://www.g20.org/.

14 For IMF statements during the crisis and otherwise, see http://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/facts/crislend.htm. For OECD statements, see http://www.oecd.org/home/0,2987,en_2649_201185_1_1_1_1_1,00.html.


16 Id.

17 Id.
disclosed. The prospect of imposing economic sanctions is a serious measure which raises difficult questions that have not been addressed by the G20 or the OECD regarding the rights of nations to enforce legal standards upon each other outside of a treaty or similar international agreement, as well as about the implications of imposing sanctions on small, impoverished countries.

Moreover, the G20 leaders did not explicitly state the connection between tax havens, money laundering, and other non-cooperative jurisdictions and the economic crisis, but noted that the purpose of focusing on tax havens is “so that countries can fully enforce their tax laws to protect their tax base.” In contrast, prior meetings yielded statements regarding tax evasion (as opposed to tax havens) for reasons of safeguarding the international financial system. For example, the 2000 meeting yielded a statement committing the group to “Strengthen our efforts to combat financial abuse, including money laundering, tax evasion and corruption, given its potential to undermine the credibility and integrity of the international financial system, cause serious macroeconomic distortions, and jeopardize national financial sectors.”

18 See Philip Aldrick, G20 summit: Blacklisted tax havens face sanctions, The Telegraph, Apr. 3, 2009, at http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/financetopics/g20-summit/5096348/G20-summit-Blacklisted-tax-havens-face-sanctions.html (Stating that the six sanctions being considered by the G20 include “Increased disclosure requirements by companies and individuals using tax havens, Withholding taxes on transactions with tax havens, A ban on the use of interest paid in a blacklisted country to offset tax, Reviewing tax treaty policy, Putting political pressure on global companies to withhold investment to a haven, [and] A reduction in aid”); Nick Mathieson, Belize faces prospect of G20 sanctions over tax information, The Observer, Sun., Feb. 7, 2010, available at http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2010/feb/07/belize-g20-sanctions-ashcroft (“Belize could be hit with economic sanctions by G20 nations for failing to abide by international tax information sharing protocols. . . . discussions at this month’s G20 finance ministers meeting in South Korea would include the strong likelihood of the introduction of sanctions on countries which have not abided by an initiative from the [OECD] to force tax havens to sign information-sharing agreements. All countries are required to sign 12 international tax information-sharing agreements. Belize has only agreed one with Belgium, signed late last year. Other countries that could face sanctions include Panama, Guatemala and the Philippines.”).


20 Belize’s gross domestic product was approximately $1.4 billion in 2009, approximately $8,500 on a per capita basis. See World Factbook at https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/bh.html. Accordingly, “Imposing sanctions would deeply damage the impoverished country, which has a population of just 300,000.” Mathieison supra.

21 G20 2009 Statement.

22 Although they are often related, tax evasion is distinguished from tax havens both conceptually and in terms of administrative response: using the term tax evasion focuses on the activity sought to be discouraged, and may be either domestic or international; governments have a range of options for responding to tax evasion, including both unilateral (regulatory) and multilateral (treaty). Focusing on the term tax havens both switches the focus to international tax evasion involving foreign nations and their legal systems, and implies that only multilateral approaches are viable in response.

23 See Communiqué, 2000, Meeting of G-20 Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors Montreal, Canada 24–25 October 2000. The 2003 meeting raised the issue of information sharing without mentioning tax havens, with a statement entitled “Preventing Abuses of the International Financial System - Promoting Transparency and Information Exchange,” in which the group stated that “Discussions were aimed at promoting co-operation among members to improve efforts to combat tax evasion, counterfeiting
message emerged in 2004, when the G20 highlighted harmful tax competition as a threat to the integrity and functioning of the financial system. The 2009 statement broke with this message, suggesting instead that the motivation to focus on tax havens arose in light of the pressure on revenues faced by the G20 countries as a result of the crisis.

However, there is no evidence that even the complete elimination of tax havens—an impossibility in any event—would fill the revenue gap created in (and before) the crisis. Few countries attempt to measure the estimated revenue impact of shutting down tax haven evasion, principally because “there is no agreed methodology to measure the gap.” As a result, it is not known how much of the global revenue shortfall problem would be solved if tax havens could be eliminated. Using various U.S. estimates, however, it appears that a complete elimination of tax havens would have a relatively modest impact on global revenue shortfalls. In the United States, federal revenue fell short of outlays in the amount of $1.4 trillion in 2009, while the total annual revenue gap—all forms of tax evasion and underreporting including everything from underpayment of social security taxation to mathematical error—is estimated to equal approximately $290 billion. Of this amount, revenues lost due to tax evasion could be significant: one Treasury estimate suggests that between $40 and $70 billion may be

and money laundering, and in general, to address members’ concerns with the use of financial institutions for illicit purposes.”

See Chair Summary, 2004 (Germany), Meeting of G-20 Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors Berlin, Germany 20–21 November 2004.

G20 2009 Statement.

See, e.g., Peter H. Blessing, Testimony Before the Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures of the Committee on Ways and Means, March 31, 2009 (“It never will be possible to eliminate criminal or fraudulent behavior in respect of financial accounts, even such behavior on a very large scale”).

Jeffrey Owens, Offshore Tax Evasion: The Role of Exchange of Information 5 (2007), available at www.ceff.univ-cezanne.fr/documents/owen.doc (“Our research reveals that only four OECD countries (Mexico, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States) regularly publish estimates of the tax gap. One reason why countries are reluctant to calculate any possible tax gap is that there is no agreed methodology to measure the gap. OECD is currently undertaking work in this area.”).

See, e.g., Stephen N. Shay, Statement to the Committee on Ways and Means, Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, Hearing on Issues Involving Banking Secrecy Practices and Wealthy American Taxpayers, March 31, 2009 (discussing the various tax gap estimates).

See CBO, Monthly Budget Review, Fiscal Year 2009 (October 7, 2009), at http://www.cbo.gov/ftpdocs/106xx/doc10640/10-08-mbr.htm (“CBO estimates that the federal budget deficit was about $1.4 trillion in fiscal year 2009, $950 billion greater than the shortfall recorded in 2008 . . . The substantial increase in the deficit resulted from both declining revenues and increased spending. Revenues in 2009 were almost $420 billion (or 17 percent) below receipts in 2008 and totaled about 15 percent of GDP, the lowest level in over 50 years. At the same time, outlays increased by over $530 billion (or 18 percent) in 2009, to nearly 25 percent of GDP, the highest level in over 50 years.”).

IRS Tax Gap Map (Feb., 2007), available at www.irs.gov/pub/irs-utl/tax_gap_update_070212.pdf; See also IRS, IRS Updates Tax Gap Estimates at http://www.irs.ustreas.gov/newsroom/article/0, id=154496,00.html. The IRS does not specify what portion of this amount could be attributable to offshore tax evasion, but even if 100% of the estimated gap was attributed to tax haven-related evasion, this amount is obviously insufficient to meet the challenges posed to revenue as a result of crisis. According to one commentator, the estimate does not include “all unreported income from offshore activity. Indeed, there has been no IRS estimate to date of . . . the ‘international tax gap,’ defined as ‘taxes owed but not collected on time from a U.S. person or foreign person whose cross-border transactions are subject to U.S. taxation.’” Shay supra note 28 at 3.
traced to tax haven-related evasion, while a recent Senate staff report puts the number at $100 billion based on the estimates suggested by tax academics, economists, and reporters. It is clear that even if a large portion of this $40 to 100 billion could be collected each year by shutting down tax havens, the amount would far from offset the current revenue shortfall. Relying solely on the elimination of tax havens is a dubious strategy for solving revenue shortfall problems, whether created as a result of crisis or otherwise.

Nevertheless, the G20’s statement carries only one message about tax policy in its response to the crisis: countries have a revenue problem, and tax havens are the focus for reform. Rather than providing a specifically G20-developed approach, however, the group referred the matter to an existing institution, the Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information. National tax officials meet in this forum to determine various strategies for addressing the problem of tax havens, with their primarily focus on eliminating national laws and practices that protect the confidentiality of financial services customers in offshore regimes. Although the G20 leader’s statement does not mention the OECD in connection with this discussion of tax matters, the Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange and Information is an institution of the OECD, created in 2000 to disseminate the OECD’s anti tax-haven policy throughout the world. The OECD describes this Forum, to which over 100 countries are “invited to meet,” as created for the purpose of “establishing a robust peer review mechanism designed to ensure full implementation of international standards developed at the OECD and now endorsed almost universally.” The source of universal endorsement is not explicitly named, but appears to derive directly from the G20’s statements, according to other statements by the OECD.

---
33 Mounting a campaign against tax havens may have other impacts, such as a signaling effect with regard to the integrity of the tax system. See, e.g., Shay supra note 28. However, reasons other than revenue needs have not been advanced by the G20 or the OECD in connection with their attention to tax havens in response to the global financial crisis.
35 Id. The OECD has several Global Forums on various topics, though the Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes appears to be differentiated from these other forums. See OECD, Global Forums, at http://www.oecd.org/pages/0,3417,en_36335986_36339065_1_1_1_1,00.html (“The Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes is governed by different rules to the OECD's other Global Forums.”).
36 OECD, Next steps for OECD Global Forum on information exchange for tax purposes, Aug. 21, 2009, at http://www.oecd.org/document/30/0,3343,fr_2649_37427_43532712_1_1_1_1,00.html.
37 See supra note 7. The attention of the G20 to tax havens may have been traced to its 2004 meeting when it first issued a statement of endorsement for the OECD’s efforts in this area. Communiqué, Meeting of Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors, Berlin, November 21, 2004, available at...
The G20 endorsement of the OECD’s position on tax havens has elevated this issue to the center of attention in global tax policy matters.\footnote{See, e.g., OECD, Tax collectors worldwide to co-operate in revenue-raising to offset fiscal deficits, at \url{http://www.oecd.org/document/13/0,3343,en_2649_33749_42889613_1_1_1_1,00.html} (“Tax Commissioners also intend to prioritise offshore compliance issues, given the greater willingness of countries to engage in information sharing to counter tax abuses.”).} The facilitation of tax avoidance by certain countries is of course a problem, as many in the developed world have articulated. But neither the problem of tax havens nor the prescriptions to alleviate it were brought to the fore by economic crisis.\footnote{See, e.g., Charles I. Kingson, The Great American Jobs Act Caper, 58 TAX L. REV. 327 (2005) (arguing that every government knows that capital is evading taxation, but the situation is quietly ignored unless and until it becomes egregious enough to stir the public consciousness); Vincent P. Belotsky, Jr., The Prevention of Tax Havens Via Income Tax Treaties, 17 CAL. W. INT’L L.J. 43, 62 (1987) (“Tax havens have existed for some time but did not begin to present themselves as a major loss of revenue problem for the United States until 1970”); Craig Boise and Andrew Morriss, Change, Dependency, and Regime Plasticity in Offshore Financial Intermediation: The Saga of the Netherlands Antilles, 45 TEXAS INT’L L. J. 377 (2009) (“Reasonable people can differ over whether offshore financial centers in the 1970s (or today) primarily produced tax avoidance or tax evasion or led to capital inflows or money laundering. However, regardless of the motive as the offshore world grew in significance, it began to be perceived as a threat by onshore interests that had previously ignored it.”).} Moreover, the elimination of tax havens will not solve the revenue problems faced by both developed and developing countries,\footnote{Shutting down tax havens may help solve other problems associated with global instability, such as money laundering.} and the contemplated measures may have significant consequences for many developing countries. Finally, alternative policy choices exist: several tax experts in the U.S. have pointed out that expanding existing domestic institutions and compliance programs would be a more effective method of deterring tax evasion, while focusing on the information-based campaign against tax havens should be viewed as at best a “fallback” or “backstop.”\footnote{See, e.g., Blessing, supra note 26 at 5-6 (discussing the potential for increased compliance in the U.S. “qualified intermediary” program, which currently requires foreign banks to impose taxation in the form of backup withholding as a measure to prevent U.S. persons from hiding assets in offshore accounts and which could be expanded to further increase offshore compliance, but noting that such increased compliance measures introduce costs which may “be considered overly frictional and disruptive of capital flows”); Shay supra note 28 at 5 - 7 (describing information-based multilateral compliance measures as a fallback or backstop to the qualified intermediary program, exploring the potential benefits of expanding the qualified intermediary program, and concluding that “compliance is undermined if we pursue the relatively easy targets of noncompliant foreign banks without also taking on ‘low hanging fruit’ compliance measures at home.”)
conversation about the increasing incapacity of national tax systems to meet revenue demands, especially in times of economic instability.

In an apparent response to the G20’s endorsement, the OECD has also begun to present the effort to shut down tax havens as a novel approach forged in response to fiscal emergency. In a recent statement, the OECD suggested that “with governments facing soaring budget deficits as they seek to combat the global economic slump, tax authorities around the world have agreed on a new cooperation plan to encourage tax compliance and counter tax evasion and abusive tax avoidance, with special focus on banks, wealthy individuals, and offshore activities.” But the OECD’s campaign against tax havens is not new, and, until this recent statement, the OECD had avoided focusing on the deleterious effect on revenues as a cause for shutting down tax havens. Instead, over the course of more than a decade, the United States and several countries in Europe worked together within the institution of the OECD to frame the issue of tax evasion as a significant global problem for reasons of economic efficiency and fairness.

The revenue explanation for the focus on tax havens is not wholly new, however. In the initial stage of OECD efforts against tax havens in the 1990s, the official progress reports used rhetoric that characterized the need to shut down tax havens as necessary for the purposes of protecting national revenue bases. However, as the OECD’s work progressed, national delegates appeared to become uneasy with the problem of enforcing tax standards on other countries while espousing the general theme of autonomy and even sovereignty in tax matters. The rhetoric shifted accordingly, to a focus on “fairness” and creating a “level playing field.” From the earliest stages of this work, the OECD articulated a need for “global endorsement and global participation” with respect to its consensus. The endorsement of the G20 in the current crisis, using the rhetoric of revenue, may be a means of returning to the OECD’s initially-advanced idea that the need for revenues is an appropriate reason for targeting tax haven practices.

42 OECD, Tax collectors worldwide to co-operate in revenue-raising to offset fiscal deficits, at http://www.oecd.org/document/13/0,3343,en_2649_33749_42889613_1_1_1_1,00.html.
43 The OECD’s work on harmful tax practices began in 1996 when an OECD Ministerial Communiqué called upon the organization to curb the rise of tax havens, which were seen as eroding the revenue-raising ability of capital-exporting countries. See Council of the OECD at IV (directing the OECD to “analyse and develop measures to counter the distorting effects of harmful tax competition on investment and financing decisions, and the consequences for national tax bases . . . .”). At a meeting in September of that year, the Heads of State of the G-7 countries stated that “[t]ax schemes aimed at attracting financial and other geographically mobile activities can create harmful tax competition between States, carrying risks of distorting trade and investment and could lead to the erosion of national tax bases,” and they “strongly urge[d] the OECD to vigorously pursue its work in this field.” Statement of G7 Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors (Sept. 20, 1997), http://www.g8.utoronto.ca/finance/ fm970920.htm. See Lyon Summit Communiqué: Making a Success of Globalization for the Benefit of All, 7 U.S. Dep’t Of State Dispatch Supplement 1, 5 (June 1996). For a discussion of the OECD efforts since that time, see Christians supra note 19.
44 I have documented the rhetorical aspects of the OECD’s anti tax-haven campaign in earlier work. See Christians supra note 19.
45 OECD, The OECD’s Project on Harmful Tax Practices: The 2001 Progress Report (2001) [hereinafter OECD 2001 Report] (“Harmful tax competition is by its very nature a global phenomenon and therefore its solution requires global endorsement and global participation. Countries outside the OECD must have a key role in this work since a number of them are either seriously affected by harmful tax practices or have potentially harmful regimes.”)
The G20’s focus on tax havens may thus be seen as at best a modest and inadequate effort to counter declining national tax revenues, and perhaps an issue around which countries can choose to coalesce in order to create a basis for further cooperation on tax policy matters. But at worst, the prioritizing of tax havens is a means of entrenching an existing focus on a politically safe target while avoiding more difficult conversations about fundamental tax reform, especially in the context of countries with vastly different resources. The questions remain how and why the G20 came to embrace tax havens as its policy priority, to the exclusion of alternative revenue raising strategies. Perhaps the best explanation is that the G20’s primary role is to syndicate, rather than originate, tax policy. As such, it is institutionally designed not to engage dialogue and build consensus on tax issues among its developed and developing country members, but only to articulate tax policy consensus formed within other institutional structures, namely (in respect of tax matters) the OECD. The following section explores this explanation by comparing the institutional designs, purposes, and capacities of the OECD and the G20.

**Institutional Leadership in Tax Policy: G20 vs. OECD**

To make statements about the need for tax reform, national leaders typically require input from policy experts regarding which issues are worthy of reform what possible solutions

---

46 Tax evasion is a convenient target for public scrutiny, especially during a time of financial crisis and the attendant attention to endemic fiscal problems. See, e.g., Daniel Zurbrugg, U.S. War on Tax Havens Is Counterproductive, at http://seekingalpha.com/article/166195-u-s-war-on-tax-havens-is-counterproductive?source=feed (“Finding something or somebody to blame for the current trouble gives at least temporary relief and probably more votes for politicians that claim to fight that war on behalf of its people. Today’s society and individuals have an almost chronic habit of trying to find somebody or something to blame for its own problems rather than take responsibility for one’s own action. Politically, it is relatively easy to get support for such aggressive measures during times of financial distress and economic difficulty.”).

47 For example, in simply referring to the possibility of reform of rules applicable to international transactions, the Obama administration appeared to provoke a swift outcry and what appeared to be a speedy retreat. See, e.g., John D. McKinnon, President’s Tax Proposal Riles Business, Wall St. J., May 5, 2009 at A3; John D. McKinnon, U.S. News: Firms Move to Fight Overseas-Profit Tax, Wall St. J., Apr. 6, 2009, at A4 (“In recent days, groups including the Business Roundtable, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the National Association of Manufacturers and the National Foreign Trade Council have helped form a lobbying coalition called Protect America's Competitive Edge that is devoted specifically to the issue [of international tax reform]. A letter sent to Congress last month opposing the plan was signed by 200 trade associations and companies, including General Electric Co., Intel Corp., International Business Machines Corp., McDonald’s Corp., Merck & Co. and Microsoft Corp.”); Neil King Jr. and Elizabeth Williamson, Business Fends Off Tax Hit, Wall St. J., Oct. 14, 2009, available at http://online.wsj.com/article/SB125539099758581443.html?mod=WSJ_hpp_LEFTWhatsNewsCollection (“The Obama administration has shelved a plan to raise more than $200 billion in new taxes on multinational companies following a blitz of complaints from businesses”); Catherine Snowdon, Obama postpones international changes, Int'l Tax Rev., Oct. 19, 2009 at http://www.internationaltaxreview.com/?Page=9&PUBID=210&ISS=25492&SID=722990 (“The White House has been forced to deny that pressure from businesses has forced them to shelve plans to reform international tax rules in the U.S.”); see also David Leonhardt, America’s Sea of Red Ink Was Years in the Making, N.Y. Times, June 9, 2009 at A1, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2009/06/10/business/economy/10leonhardt.html?_r=1 (Describing the rising deficit and arguing that “[e]ither a solution will be put off, or foreign lenders, spooked by the rising debt, will send interest rates higher and create a crisis. The solution, though, is no mystery. It will involve some combination of tax increases and spending cuts. And it won’t be limited to pay-as-you-go rules, tax increases on somebody else, or a crackdown on waste, fraud and abuse. Your taxes will probably go up, and some government programs you favor will become less generous.”).
lie ahead.\textsuperscript{48} Leaders look to individuals and institutions with particular expertise to provide both data and analysis in their area of expertise.\textsuperscript{49} Thus, in order to develop valuable global tax standards, technical tax experts and tax policymakers must operate in an environment that facilitates communication, dialogue, and consensus building.\textsuperscript{50} In the U.S. Congress, for example, members often cite data and analysis provided by the OECD in support of various domestic U.S. tax reform proposals.\textsuperscript{51} Internationally, leaders use other international forums, such as summits, to specifically direct the OECD or other institutions to explore identified policy issues and develop coordinated strategies.\textsuperscript{52} While this does not mean that the experts “make” policy, it suggests an important relationship between experts and national leaders in the policy-making process.

As a result, a new G20 paradigm of tax policy leadership would require a structural modification in the interaction between tax experts and tax policy decision-makers on the international stage. With this kind of structural modification, the G20 could act as a competitor to the existing tax policymaking institution of the OECD, aggregating the expertise and perspectives generated by policymakers from a different group of countries. However, the global market for tax policy, as defined by its self-proclaimed leader,\textsuperscript{53} is not necessarily one open to competition. The OECD features the most advanced institutional infrastructure capable of assembling and mobilizing experts, government officials, and private sector interest groups around issues of tax law and policy.\textsuperscript{54} Its leadership in tax policy is fostered principally by means of a permanent secretariat whose full time task is to assemble groups of individuals from the member countries to study specific issue areas and devise consensus based reports and guidance.\textsuperscript{55} Other

\textsuperscript{48} Nevertheless, some scholars of global governance suggest that for leaders to get the “right” answers, they need to be able to talk in informal, protected settings, without their “retinues of ministers and other assistants.” See, e.g., Johannes F. Linn and Colin I. Bradford Jr., \textit{Summit Reform: Toward an L-20}, in Colin I. Bradford Jr. and Johannes F. Linn, eds., \textit{Global Governance Reform: Breaking the Stalemate} 77, 84 (2007).

\textsuperscript{49} See, e.g., John D. McKinnon, White House to Search for New Tax Revenues, Wall St. J., Mar. 24, 2009 (outlining President Obama’s plan to set up a “task force to consider elimination of corporate loopholes and corporate welfare, tougher enforcement against tax avoidance and tax simplification”); Martin Vaughan, White House Tax Panel Stays Out of Public Eye, Dow Jones Newspapers, at http://www.nasdaq.com/aspx/stock-market-news-story.aspx?storyid=200909081456dowjonesdjonline000380; Bush Set to Introduce Bipartisan Tax Panel, Wall St. J., Jan. 7, 2005 at A6 (describing President Bush’s plan to create “a nine-member bipartisan panel to study overhauling and simplifying the federal tax code.” See also Margaret E. Keck and Kathryn Sikkink, \textit{Activists Beyond Borders: Advocacy Networks in International Politics} (1998) (discussing the role of international networks in influencing international agendas by using information to mobilize political actors and by linking political and nonpolitical actors in shared interest areas);

\textsuperscript{50} The rhetoric of technicality appears to be especially effective in giving experts a prominent role in tax policy development. See, e.g., Miranda Stewart, \textit{Global Trajectories of Tax Reform: The Discourse of Tax Reform in Developing and Transition Countries}, 44 Harv. Int'l L.J. 139 (2003).


\textsuperscript{52} See, e.g., Statement of the G7 Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors Meeting, April 24, 2009, available at http://www.treas.gov/press/releases/tg101.htm (“we urge the OECD, FSB, and FATF to intensify their work in conducting objective peer reviews of countries' efforts to strengthen international standards in taxation . . . .”).

\textsuperscript{53} See supra note 5.

\textsuperscript{54} See, e.g., John Braithwaite & Peter Drahos, \textit{Global Business Regulation} 3, 486 (2000) (“[A]cross the spectrum of regulatory activity, the OECD plays a distinctively important role.”); see also Brauner supra note 5; Cockfield, supra note 5 (same).

\textsuperscript{55} These “working parties” are the typical venue for carrying out any international agenda, including in the
international institutions, especially the United Nations, also concentrate efforts on tax policy development.\textsuperscript{56} But the UN has traditionally lacked institutional support for tax policy development, and it has therefore assumed a peripheral role in developing international tax policy standards.\textsuperscript{57}

In contrast to the OECD’s strong institutional structure and historic roles, the G20 is a relatively young institution, featuring new players, no permanent secretariat and just a few, newly established working groups.\textsuperscript{58} Moreover, access to the negotiating table either before or at the summit meetings does not automatically ensure an effective voice for new players: as in other areas of law, repeat players have an advantage based on relationships and shared experiences.\textsuperscript{59} Thus, most of the national tax officials and tax practitioners who participate in OECD working groups know each other personally and may often know each other’s positions on specific technical tax issues, even without necessarily consulting before meetings.\textsuperscript{60} In contrast, the G20 has typically used the area of tax policy. Formally, the OECD Secretariat assemble representatives from each member country to collaborate with each other and with tax experts on particular topics. CTPA 2008 Agenda at 6 (“Work is carried out by groups of experts drawn from member and observer countries as well as other non-member economies in certain cases.”). Informally, meetings are dominated by individuals who are able to assert control in preliminary discussions. Interview with national tax official, Aug. 31, 2008 (stating that in preliminary meetings, all of the representatives present will discuss the issue to be explored and solicit volunteers for the committee, but if “too many people” volunteer, the group continues the discussion in hopes that some will “drop out.”).

\textsuperscript{56} The UN’s membership is, of course, much more representative than that of the OECD or the G20. See United Nations, United Nations Member States, at www.un.org/en/members/index.shtml. The IMF also has the requisite infrastructure for formulating tax policy, and it has played an important role in driving specific tax reform policies, especially with respect to consumption (specifically value-added) taxation; however, it has largely exerted this influence in the context of developing countries and in connection with its lending facilities. The IMF is not known for coordinating tax policy amongst its members. In addition, the IMF is closely aligned with the OECD both in terms of dominant membership and ideology, so would not function as an alternative policy space despite its broader membership. For example, the OECD states that “The principles and values that the OECD promotes – commitments to market-based economies and open, rule-based and non-discriminatory trading and financial systems, supported by good governance – are essential to achieving the ultimate goal of the economic and social well-being of all people, in a way that respects diversity and cultural identity.” OECD 2007-2008 Global Relations Program at 5. Similarly, the IMF states that among its goals are to “facilitate the expansion and balanced growth of international trade,” and “to assist in the establishment of a multilateral system of payments in respect of current transactions between members and in the elimination of foreign exchange restrictions which hamper the growth of world trade.” IMF, Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund, Art. 1, available at http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/aa/index.htm.

\textsuperscript{57} See, e.g., The U.N. is Failing on International Tax—So the OECD Calls the Shots, Tax Justice Network, June 20, 2008 at http://taxjustice.blogspot.com/2008/06/un-is-failing-on-international-tax-so.html (last visited June 9, 2009); Dries Lesage, Taxation and the 2008 UN Follow-Up Conference on Financing for Development: Policy Recommendations, 61 STUDIA DIPLOMATICA (2008), available at http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Doha_and_tax_0806_Dries_Lesage.pdf (last visited June 9, 2009) (”The OECD and the UN are the most relevant players. The OECD has the actual lead. The OECD’s tax department has the most resources and is assisted by the ministries of finance of the industrialized countries. It is also important to note that the OECD in general and for tax matters in particular attempts to exert global influence.”).

\textsuperscript{58} The G20 lacks a permanent secretariat. Instead, it is lead by a “Troika” of three member countries comprised of the prior two leaders and the current leader. The G20 currently has five working parties. G20, G20 Working Groups, http://www.g20.org/about_working_groups.aspx.

\textsuperscript{59} Marc Galanter, Why the Haves Come Out Ahead, 9 L. & SOC. REV. 95 (1974).

\textsuperscript{60} Tax Official, Norway, Aug. 31 2008 (“Often I will know that the U.K. guy has some of the same priorities and I will align with him—not before the meeting necessarily but we each know the other one has similar views and we contribute based on that knowledge.”) (notes on file with the author).
“Sherpa” system to coordinate policy positions, draft discussion documents, and organize their agendas for the periodic summits. The Sherpas are advisors who communicate and coordinate the positions of their national leaders horizontally among themselves, and vertically with their heads of state. The source of tax policy expertise to summit Sherpas thus appears to be an important link in the progression of ideas to articulation of policy by summit-based networks like the G20.

Finally, the G20 membership may appear broad and inclusive relative to the OECD, but its membership appears to be both over-representative of and tightly controlled by the “old” powers that created it. The G20 was brought into being in 1999 by the G7, all of which are OECD members. Since 1975, the finance ministers from the G7 have met several times a year in summits to collaborate and coordinate international policy positions. At their September 1999 meeting, the United States led the G7 to create the G20 for the purpose of involving more countries in discussion about the financial crisis of the late 1990s. The G7 constituted the G20 with its own members and a short list of other nations it deemed “systemically important.” In doing so, the G7 has been

---

61 See, e.g., The Sherpa: About, at http://www.sherpatimes.com/about (“The word Sherpa was borrowed from the hard-working and famous Nepalese porters by the global community sometime during the 1960s - to describe the civil servants who prepared the head of state for the Summit (G8, European Union etc) and the name stuck.”); Victoria Grane, Obama sends reps to G-20, Nov. 14, 2008 at http://www.politico.com/news/stories/1108/15631.html (describing how then-President-elect Obama used the Sherpa system to “participate in a meeting that is crucial to his future economic agenda without appearing to participate at all”).

62 See, e.g., CSIS Sherpa Summit 2009: Pittsburgh and the Future of International Leadership through the G8/G20/G-? at http://csis.org/event/csis-sherpa-summit-2009 (“‘Sherpas’ are the personal representatives of world leaders at the G8/G20 summits, and lead and perform the heavy lifting for governments in shaping the global agenda.”). As such, the Sherpa system operates as a knowledge and organization network. See Linn & Bradford supra note 48.

63 The presence of the OECD Secretary General at G20 meetings is important in this respect as well.

64 See G20—FAQ at http://www.g20.org/about_faq.aspx (“What are the criteria for G-20 membership? In a forum such as the G-20, it is particularly important for the number of countries involved to be restricted and fixed to ensure the effectiveness and continuity of its activity. There are no formal criteria for G-20 membership and the composition of the group has remained unchanged since it was established. In view of the objectives of the G-20, it was considered important that countries and regions of systemic significance for the international financial system be included. Aspects such as geographical balance and population representation also played a major part.”). See also Gideon Rachman, Europe’s plot to take over the world, Fin. Times., October 5 2009, available at http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/a47079b2-b1e6-11de-a271-00144f6ab49a.html?nclick_check=1 (“The Europeans did not just set the tone at the G20 – they also dominate proceedings, since they are grossly over-represented. Huge countries such as Brazil, China, India and the US are represented by one leader each. The Europeans managed to secure eight slots around the conference table for Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, the Netherlands, the president of the European Commission and the president of the European Council. Most of the key international civil servants present were also Europeans: Dominique Strauss-Kahn, head of the International Monetary Fund; Pascal Lamy of the World Trade Organisation; Mario Draghi of the Financial Stability Board.”).


66 See, e.g., Helleiner supra note 7. The G7 was also seeking to procure more financial commitments for IMF lending. See Powell supra note 5 at 10 (“The inclusion of important emerging and other economies . . . was a deliberate initiative by the G7, particularly the United States, to encourage economies that had substantial financial capability to assume greater responsibility for the effective operation of the international financial system, and to extend international economic and financial co-operation beyond the G7 or G10 groups of industrialized countries.”). This suggests that the eight “developing” countries invited to join the G20 were chosen not for their representativeness with respect to the developing world, but paradoxically for their wealth.

67 See G20, What is the G20, at http://www.g20.org/about_what_is_g20.aspx (“The Group of Twenty (G-20) Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors was established in 1999 to bring together systemically
criticized for ignoring the efforts of a distinct group of developing countries, the G24, which was then attempting to independently engage with the G7 on matters of global public policy. One study compared G7, G24, and G20 policies on a series of issues and concluded that the G20 “endorsed without qualification” many of the G7 positions while remaining “silent or neutral” on conflicting G24 policies. The study did not specifically address tax policy, but such a study would be welcome.

The relative diversity of G20 membership thus does not necessarily change the interaction between experts and decision-makers in a way that fosters a new paradigm of tax policy decision-making. The critical work of framing issues and solutions continues to be dominated within the existing infrastructure of experts and officials from the world’s wealthiest countries. Perhaps paradoxically, a significant part of the work of facilitating international tax policy discussion lies in the ability of these countries to minimize the number of collaborators to a “manageable number” so as to reduce the possible universe of debatable issues. As global economic crisis has demonstrated, limiting participants and issues may facilitate (expedient) consensus. However, global economic crisis also raises issues about who decides which parties have a voice in the global policymaking process.

68 Id; see also Leonardo Martinez-Diaz, The G20 After Eight Years: How Effective a Vehicle for Developing-country Influence? in Martinez-Diaz & Woods supra at 44.
69 Martinez-Diaz supra note 68 at 39-61.
70 The study did examine positions on financial sector transparency standards, and found that the G20 position mirrored that of the G7. Id at 47-48, 57. A comparison of positions on tax policy would be especially useful since the G7 plays a direct role in setting the agenda of the OECD, including with respect to its tax haven work. For example, the G-7 stated that “[t]ax schemes aimed at attracting financial and other geographically mobile activities can create harmful tax competition between States, carrying risks of distorting trade and investment and could lead to the erosion of national tax bases,” and they “strongly urge[d] the OECD to vigorously pursue its work in this field.” Statement of G7 Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors (Sept. 20, 1997), http://www.g8.utoronto.ca/finance/fm970920.htm.
71 See, e.g., Powell supra note 5 at 41 (“Some concern was expressed by certain [G20] members regarding a lack of consultation in the development of the annual work programme”); see also John Mason, The G20: Time for a U.S. Attitude Adjustment, available at http://seekingalpha.com/article/165 088-the-g20-time-for-a-u-s-attitude-adjustment?source=feed (“it has always seemed to me that the one who writes the agenda for a meeting is the one that most often ends up controlling the results that come out of that meeting.”).
72 Interview with national tax official, Aug. 31, 2008 (noting that it is “necessary to get collaborative groups down to manageable number—if there are too many people working on issues, more and more issues will be raised.”).
In 2008, as financial panic seized the United States and spread across the globe, the leadership status quo ensured that the United States and Europe dominated tax policy discussions via the OECD, yet many of the countries targeted for change were not OECD members and were not represented in the decision to focus on tax havens as a primary policy goal.\(^\text{73}\) As Paul Martin, the G20’s inaugural chair, asserted, “[development policies] will only work if the developing countries and emerging markets help to shape them, because inclusiveness lies at the heart of legitimacy and effectiveness.”\(^\text{74}\) OECD members and observers began to question the ongoing legitimacy of the OECD as a “global” policy leader, citing the fact that OECD member countries represent a declining share of global gross domestic product.\(^\text{75}\) The implication was that global solutions to common regulatory problems should be forged by an economically representative sample of nations. The OECD cited this criterion as both a reason for embarking on an expansion project and for targeting specific countries for greater participation in OECD efforts.\(^\text{76}\)

Consequently, in the late 1990s, and corresponding to the timing of the creation of the G20, the OECD began to take several steps to expand the scope of countries involved—however peripherally—in their tax policy efforts.\(^\text{77}\) First, the OECD reached out to several countries for possible accession to OECD membership, including most of the developing countries included in the G20.\(^\text{78}\) Second, the OECD began to invite certain

\(^{73}\) See, e.g., OECD, The OECD’s Global Relations Programme 2007-2008 at 4, at http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/57/5/39109041.pdf [hereinafter OECD 2007-2008 Global Relations Program] (“Many countries outside the OECD have become major players in the global economy to the extent that excluding them from our work would seriously hamper the effectiveness of policy initiatives agreed within the OECD framework.”).


\(^{75}\) Jeffrey Owens, Enlargement of the OECD: Challenges and Opportunities, presentation at The OECD’s Evolving Role in Shaping International Tax Policy, Washington D.C., June 2, 2009 (notes on file with the author) (noting that the combined GDP of OECD members currently represents approximately 60% of world GDP, down from an estimated high of 75% in the 1960s).

\(^{76}\) See OECD, Enhanced Engagement, http://www.oecd.org/document/36/0,3343,en_2649_201185_41668772_1_1_1_1,00.html.

\(^{77}\) See OECD 2007-2008 Global Relations Program at 4 (“the OECD has progressively evolved from a traditional concept of ‘outreach’ in its relations with the rest of the world to a two-way flow where giving access to and participation in core OECD work and processes is as important as disseminating OECD best practices”).

\(^{78}\) OECD, OECD invites five countries to membership talks, offers enhanced engagement to other big players, at http://www.oecd.org/document/33/0,2340,en_2649_201185_38603809_1_1_1_1,00.html ("OECD countries agreed to invite Chile, Estonia, Israel, Russia and Slovenia to open discussions for membership of the Organisation and offered enhanced engagement, with a view to possible membership, to Brazil, China, India, Indonesia and South Africa."). Each of the latter countries is also a member of the G20, as is Russia. The only G20 developing country members thus not included in the OECD list for enlargement or enhanced engagement are Argentina and Saudi Arabia. Argentina participates as an observer on multiple committees and working parties, including in the area of tax policy. OECD 2007-2008 Global Relations Program at 18-22, 52, 109, 131, 138, 155. Saudi Arabia also appears to have some history of interaction with the OECD. See, e.g., MENA-OECD Investment Programme, Working Group 4 Meeting, Hosted by Saudi Arabian General Investment Authority (SAGIA) Feb 7-8, 2005, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, at http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/48/16/34472285.pdf. The proposed enlargement would potentially restore the OECD’s representation of global GDP to past levels. Jeffrey Owens, Enlargement of the OECD: Challenges and Opportunities, presentation at The OECD’s Evolving Role in Shaping International Tax Policy, Washington D.C., June 2, 2009 (notes on file with the author).
countries to participate in various capacities, including as invitees at Global Forums and as “observers” in particular working groups.\(^79\) In the case of enlargement, talks have been ongoing for several years but OECD membership has remained steady at thirty countries since the accession of the Slovak Republic in 2000.\(^80\) In terms of other forms of outreach, the OECD appears to be creating a two-tiered structure of policy leadership in which the existing OECD member countries will continue to enjoy privileged participation.\(^81\)

Expanding inclusion in OECD policymaking by way of membership or participation is complicated by political and historical factors. For example, some countries may be reluctant to join the OECD because they will be required to sign onto, or otherwise express their position with respect to existing OECD policies.\(^82\) In the case of Brazil, the OECD’s invitation was likened to an offer of marriage, with attendant commitments that are not necessarily viewed favorably.\(^83\) Additionally, some current OECD members may be reluctant to enlarge the membership due to this sense that greater numbers of countries will tend to reduce the ability of the institution to forge consensus, as more members means that potentially more issues and more barriers to agreement may be raised.\(^84\)

As a result, perhaps the biggest effect on tax policy from the emergence of the G20 in global economic crisis is a new policy space to lend the OECD its needed legitimacy, without disrupting the foundations of consensus carefully built over many decades.\(^85\) Global economic crises may heighten the awareness of what it means for an international

---

\(^79\) OECD 2007-2008 Global Relations Program at 2, 9 (Global Forums are “aimed at providing the platforms for peer learning and policy dialogue on issues for which the relevance of OECD work is dependent on interaction with relevant non-Members world-wide” while observer status is an apparently ad hoc designation that implies a varying degree of participation in OECD programs).

\(^80\) OECD, Ratification of the Convention on the OECD, at http://www.oecd.org/document/58/0,3343,en_2649_201185_1889402_1_1_1_1,00.html.

\(^81\) See, e.g., Cockfield supra note 5 (discussing what he termed the emerging “first tier” (existing OECD member countries) and “second tier” (countries invited to participate by means of observer or similar status) structure of the OECD, and noting that “Tier two status would be likely problematic for non-member countries but, given current political realities, it may be the best that they can hope for.”).

\(^82\) See OECD 2007-2008 Global Relations Program at 13 (explaining the concept of “the OECD “acquis”, which must be accepted by all potential member countries, has two principal elements. First, it implies the acceptance of all of the internal rules of the Organisation. Second, it requires a positioning of the candidate country with respect to all existing OECD instruments.”).

\(^83\) On July 14, 2009, OECD Secretary-General Angel Gurria stated in a press conference that “The possibility of Brazil becoming a formal partner of the OECD, depends only on the country. Our doors are open.” Brazil’s Finance Minister, Guido Mantega stated, “We have doubts about entering the OECD. We have an almost perfect relationship. We’ve been ‘dating’ for a long time. But we need to discuss the conveniences of a ‘marriage.’ We must analyze the obligations and responsibilities that this ‘marriage’ would require”

\(^84\) Jeffrey Owens, Enlargement of the OECD: Challenges and Opportunities, presentation at The OECD’s Evolving Role in Shaping International Tax Policy, Washington D.C., June 2, 2009 (notes on file with the author) (the OECD has “no ambition to rival the UN” in terms of membership”). The inability of the UN to come to decisions has been linked to an unwieldy institutional structure. See, e.g., Linn & Bradford supra note 48 at 78 (“The UN decision-making processes are cumbersome, mostly ineffective, and hard to change”).

\(^85\) See, e.g., Powell supra note 5 at 27 (“The formation of the G20 in 1999 represented the first step on the creation of a legitimate and important new element in the international governance structure . . . [Its membership was composed to systematically important economies and was broadly representative...]”). Even so, legitimacy may rest “equally on inclusion and performance.” Colin I. Bradford Jr. and Johannes F. Linn, eds., Global Governance Reform: Breaking the Stalemate 10 (2007).
institution to involve itself in law and policy development. The viral nature of a crisis reminds us that societies are indelibly linked, and global coordination is critical. But the fact that crisis is global in nature does not explain whether or how to coordinate a global solution. Rather, the relative authority of particular institutions and individuals to define issues and determine solutions is highly contested, and the relative capacity of various institutions is broad. The story of the 2007-2008 global economic crisis is not yet over, and emerging issues may continue to shape the relationship between tax experts and tax policymakers on the international stage. But significant institutional shifts will be required if developing countries are to gain a greater voice in setting the global tax policy agenda, in identifying issues, and in forging consensus on best practices.

(How) Can Developing Countries Influence Tax Policy Through the G20?

The respective institutional capacities and roles of the G20 and the OECD suggest that the latter has a far greater role to play in developing tax policy ideas and bringing them to consensus positions, while the role of the former is in effect to syndicate those positions to a larger audience. This Article has argued that this relationship prevents meaningful participation by developing countries because they are included only in the diplomatic endorsement phase of policymaking rather than in the vital stage of idea development and negotiation. Moreover, while only invited countries may send representatives to G20 meetings, representatives of private sector groups are routinely invited to share their

86 History demonstrates that most crises are global, most crises require internationally coordinated solutions, and therefore most crises raise major questions about the authority to lead. Charles P. Kindleberger, Manias, Panics, and Crashes: A History of Financial Crises (4th Ed., 2000).
87 See, e.g., Wolfgang H. Reinicke and Francis Deng, Critical Choices: The United Nations, Networks, and the Future of Global Governance 2 (2000) (It is almost self-evident that deeper social and economic integration . . . requires that a growing number of ‘public goods’ be provided at the global level. Less clear is whether the right structures and institutions now exist at the global level to facilitate such a process. After all, what is or is not in the public interest is not something that can be determined a priori. Rather, it is the outcome of the public policy-making process . . . .”).
88 See, e.g., Wolfgang H. Reinicke and Francis Deng, Critical Choices: The United Nations, Networks, and the Future of Global Governance 4 (2000) (“Individuals and groups, not bureaucracies or formal institutions, drive innovation and learning. Change is a bottom-up process, not a top-down steering committee.”).
89 See, e.g., Powell supra note 5 at 28 (stating that the G20 was not formed for the purpose of being “a decision-making body,” but instead “to help shape the international agenda, to discuss economic and financial issues in areas where consensus had not yet been achieved, and to ‘lead by example,’ by adopting measures developed in other forums but not yet in wide use.”); see also John Kirton, From G7 to G20: Capacity, Leadership and Normative Diffusion in Global Financial Governance, available at http://www.g8.utoronto.ca/scholar/kirton2005/kirton_isa2005.pdf (the G20 has done relatively little to “reach out beyond the international institutions in which it was nested to involve other increasingly consequential countries in its expanding governance tasks.”).
90 For a similar view that the G20 represents “the ‘G7-isation’ of international decision-making, rather than a genuine broadening,” see John Kirton, The G7 and China in the Management of the International Financial System, at http://www.g7.utoronto.ca/scholar/kirton199903/index.html (“In this view, the G20 was born to legitimate G7 initiatives to the wider world, by securing a broader consensus for G7-generated ideas. The G20s eleven non-G7 members are thus destined to affect issues merely on the margin, to be informed of G7 initiatives, and to be given some semblance of participation. The G20 underscores the fact that the G7 does not want to leave the reform of the international financial system to the IMF or World Bank, where developing countries have an institutionalized role.”).
expertise with G20 officials in seminars and workshops.\textsuperscript{91} This imbalance in participation may further impede the ability of the G20 to influence tax policy from the perspective of priorities faced by the developing world.

An implicit assumption of this discussion is that developing countries might not share the same policymaking priorities as those articulated by the OECD and currently endorsed by the G20. As discussed above, there is little evidence to either support or deny the suggestion that eliminating tax havens is a policy priority for developing countries, whether members of the G20 or otherwise. If tax havens are not a major policy priority for these countries, the question remains whether the G20 does or can serve to promote alternative tax policy positions.\textsuperscript{92}

The question of producing alternative policy priorities in response to the interests of developing countries is complicated not least because the concept of a “developing country” is itself highly contestable, and may suggest similarities of development which do not exist. There is no uniform convention for the designation of a country as “developing” or “developed,” but the term is generally used to reflect a country’s economic status or growth potential: the United States uses a per-capita GDP of $10,000 as a rough guide for distinguishing developed from developing countries, though its categories are not consistent.\textsuperscript{93} The United States thus distinguishes countries according to a development hierarchy that consists of 34 “developed countries,” 27 “former USSR/Eastern Europe,” and 172 “less developed countries” which includes such economically (as well as socially and politically) diverse countries as China, Cuba, the Comoros, and Chad.\textsuperscript{94} In addition, the IMF produces a similar (but not identical) development hierarchy, which divides the world into “advanced economies” (34 countries), and “emerging and developing countries” (149 countries).\textsuperscript{95} Other institutions

\textsuperscript{91} Powell supra note 5 at 45.

\textsuperscript{92} One commentator has suggested, contrary to the discussion presented in this Article, that “In 2003 and 2004 [the G20] started to instruct the “rich country club” of the OECD what to do.” Kirton supra note 89 at 16. As discussed above, it seems more likely that the direction of policy flow has been from the OECD to the G20. Nevertheless, the commentator’s statement suggests the possibility that an alternative policy agenda could emerge from the G20 and be exported to other institutions.

\textsuperscript{93} Argentina’s per capita GDP is $14,200, Brazil’s per capita GDP is $10,200, and Saudi Arabia has a per capita GDP of over $20,000. Among the remaining G20 developing countries, China’s per capita GDP is $6,000, India’s is $2,900, and Indonesia’s is $3,900. See World Factbook Country Pages. Mexico, which is both a member of the OECD and the G20, is considered to be developed by the United States and has a per capita GDP of $14,300, while South Africa, also categorized as developed, has a per capita GDP of $10,100.

\textsuperscript{94} Central Intelligence Agency, Office Of Public Affairs, The World Factbook, at https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/index.html (hereinafter World Factbook) (defining its development categories in Appendix B). The distinction between developing and developed for purposes of both categorization and inclusion in international institutions seems to have at least as much to do with politics as it does with dollars. For example, Botswana’s per capita GDP of $13,900 is higher than that of South Africa, and Botswana is a democracy that has enjoyed peaceful rule since independence in 1966. See https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/bc.html. Yet Botswana is not a member of the G20, nor has it been identified for OECD expansion or observer status.

such as the World Bank produce similar categorizations. According to both the IMF and U.S. categories, the G20 includes eight “developing countries”: Argentina, Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, and Saudi Arabia. Of these, three (Argentina, Brazil and Saudi Arabia) exceed the $10,000 per capita GDP threshold. These three also exceed the global average per capita GDP, which is currently estimated at $10,500.96

These statistics about relative per capita GDP may convey less about the countries themselves than about the desire of bureaucrats to sort and categorize, yet the inquiry raises questions about whether the G20 adequately represents the developing world. G20 proponents have pointed out that G20 membership accounts “for almost 65% of the world’s population, around 70% of the world’s poor, and over 75% of the world’s economy.”97 But there is no discourse within the G20 regarding what these factors and the associated percentages convey in terms of inclusion and representativeness of developing countries in matters of global policymaking.98

Even if developing countries could be considered a consolidated group in terms of economic measurements such as per capita GDP, it is not clear whether the eight countries chosen to represent this group in the G20 adequately represent the range of tax policy issues that are of critical importance to other developing countries. While each of the eight countries may (or may not) have distinct tax policy goals, the over 100 developing countries that have not been invited to participate in the G20 likely have distinct and divergent goals. As one G20 leader put it, the challenge for “international economic governance . . . can be pictured in part as a quest for balance between representativeness, and workable size.”99 For this reason, the more inclusive United

---

98 Nevertheless, those tasked with writing the history of the institution concluded confidently that “Invited countries were pleased that a new, more inclusive, international forum has been established to better recognize their importance in the global economy: one that treated them as equals in the debate on international economic and financial issues,” and that some of the invited developing countries “saw their role as representing other, smaller countries in the international debate.” Powell supra note 5 at 25. The South African Minister of Finance underscored this sentiment in a statement made before the G20 meeting in 2000:

“Next week, we go to the G-20 meeting in Canada – a group that includes ‘systemically significant’ countries. Countries like ourselves, influential, although not powerful; countries with a voice; with potential. The G-20 provides us with opportunity to make allies among the middle powers to engage with the G-7; to push for structural change in a world where the inequalities are often reinforced by what, in the post Cold War era, has been a completely lopsided balance of power. We do this for ourselves, but we also need to engage on behalf of our neighbours.”

Trevor Manuel, Minister of Finance, South Africa, Notes for a Speech to the Seminar on South Africa’s Foreign Relations and the Creation of National Wealth and Social Welfare, Centre for European Study in Africa, Rand Afrikaans University, 20 October 2000, at http://www.treasury.gov.za/comm_media/speeches/2000/2000102001.pdf. Nevertheless, there was “disappointment from many who were not invited to participate,” including smaller European countries that “had demonstrated their ability to support the international financial system.” Powell supra note 5 at 25.
99 Henry, supra note 97.
Nations has been rejected as a viable alternative policymaking space.\textsuperscript{100} Even a temporarily-constituted G33 was deemed too large to be effective.\textsuperscript{101} Other transnational institutions and networks, such as the self-constituted G24, have received relatively little attention in these discussions.\textsuperscript{102}

As a result, the G20 emerges as the single institution where developing countries currently have a voice in tax policymaking on a global scale.\textsuperscript{103} To the extent that the G20 continues to accomplish its founders’ goals as an effective institution for disseminating consensus positions on international economic matters,\textsuperscript{104} its developing country members may have an opportunity to shape future tax policy decisions.\textsuperscript{105} Whether the institution is currently sufficiently representative or inclusive of developing countries or sufficiently independent from the established international architecture of the OECD\textsuperscript{106} may therefore matter less than whether its members can use the institutional structure to advance their own policies and in so doing potentially create additional opportunities for developing countries to have a meaningful say in the future development of tax policy.\textsuperscript{107} Institutions are not static but develop dynamically according to both internal and external factors, and they may develop in ways that the original founders did not contemplate or expect.\textsuperscript{108} Even so, it seems clear that fundamental restructuring of the current tax policymaking paradigm would have to

\textsuperscript{100} See, e.g., Henry, supra note 97 (“Since the United Nations was founded in 1945, its membership has expanded from 51 to 189 countries. It and all other universal organisations grapple with a total membership far too large for informal discussion or prompt responses to rapid change. But on the other hand, smaller groupings generally lose the representation of the range of global experience as they gain the practicability of smaller size.”)

\textsuperscript{101} See Powell supra note 5 at 15; see also IMF, A Guide To Committees, Groups, And Clubs at \url{http://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/facts/groups.htm#G33} (describing the G33).

\textsuperscript{102} See supra text at note 68.

\textsuperscript{103} See, e.g., Powell supra note 5 at 42-3 (“No other forum has brought together a regionally representative group of systemically important developed and emerging economies for informal discussion and dialogue. The G20 filled an important gap in the governance structure of the international economic and financial system. … [T]he importance and breadth of its membership in the international community make its views influential.”).

\textsuperscript{104} See, e.g., Powell, supra note 5 at 46 (“Groups will be sustained as long as their members view them to be useful and continue to support them.”).

\textsuperscript{105} See, e.g., Roy Culpepper, Systemic Reform at a Standstill: A Flock Of "Gs" In Search Of Global Financial Stability, at \url{https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/retrieve/1095/} (“the G-20 is as yet in its infancy, and the possibility exists of its non-G7 members of taking initiatives and broadening its agenda”).

\textsuperscript{106} Or from other institutions, most notably the IMF. See, e.g., Powell supra note 5 at 43 (stating that “the fact that the G20 is not itself an organ of the IMF may strengthen its ability to reflect on the international financial system. Good governance requires independence and a degree of detachment.”) The meaning of such independence and detachment may be contested, as the IMF has two seats at the G20 table, as does the World Bank. See supra note 1. The OECD has no permanent seat, but the Secretary General participates in G20 meetings. See supra note 6.

\textsuperscript{107} Such as has arguably occurred in other contexts, for example within the WTO. See, e.g., Judith L. Goldstein and Richard H. Steinberg, Regulatory Shift: The rise of judicial liberalization at the WTO in Walter Mattli and Ngaire Woods, eds., THE POLITICS OF GLOBAL REGULATION 211, 220 (discussing the “bundling” effect various institutions, including the G20, have enabled for developing countries and suggesting that at minimum, institutional participation presents developing countries with a veto power they previously lacked.)

undergo significant changes in order to accord developing countries meaningful input in the crucial idea and agenda stages of tax policy development.

CONCLUSION

The G20 does not and probably cannot create a “new paradigm for international engagements”\(^\text{109}\) in tax policy, foremost because it lacks the infrastructure necessary to activate tax policy development on an international scale. The G20 is neither well-suited nor likely intended to provide an alternative policymaking space. Instead, the G20’s role in the context of tax policy appears mainly to be one of syndicating, and thereby compelling consensus to, norms formulated, debated, and implemented by the OECD.\(^\text{110}\)

The G20’s more inclusive membership for the developing world—to the extent it is in fact inclusive—is therefore insufficient to ensure that developing countries have anything more than a peripheral role in tax policymaking. While crisis may have demonstrated the need for developing countries to play a greater role in global economic decision-making, it seems clear that at least in the area of tax policy, inclusiveness for developing countries will be elusive so long as the framing, discussion, and consensus building takes place within an established order that continues to be dominated by the world’s wealthiest countries.

\(^{109}\) Mbek supra.

\(^{110}\) See, e.g., Leonardo Martinez-Diaz and Ngaire Woods supra at 7-8 (“networks can be used as vehicles for the cooption or subtle coercion of relatively weak states. Indeed, networks are sometimes preferred by powerful states precisely because there are no constraints imposed by formal rights of representation or mechanisms to protect minorities or small shareholders.”).